The following is designed to walk you through the process of identifying attributes (characteristics) of the courses you have completed or are in progress with to note the UW Oshkosh requirements being met.

1. Navigate to: [https://uwosh.edu/registrar/titanweb/](https://uwosh.edu/registrar/titanweb/)

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Identify the Following:
   - Course #
   - Course Title
   - Term Taken
   - Grade
   - Credits
   - Attributes
7. Using the course codes and attributes you can match the courses in your course history with the areas for which they fit on the planning sheet. This activity is meant to give you an idea of the coursework and requirements you have completed or are in progress with based on requirements at UW Oshkosh. Additionally, this gives you an idea of what category the courses fall under if they were to be taken to a different university (refer to Transferology for course equivalents). Please note that a course with two attributes (ex. (XS) and (GC)) can be used in both spots. If a course, you are taking or completed does not have an attribute attached it may be considered an elective course that counts toward completion of a Bachelor’s degree or meet a specific major requirement. For questions or to have your planning sheet reviewed please attach and email to Jenny at woelfelj@uwosh.edu